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Abstract
There has been so much of research from the point of view of managing the problems of aging.
Science has made major discoveries from the point of view of developing anti oxidants, hormone
replacement therapies and now the new knowledge about DNA and telomeres, which would in
future produce something to grow the length of telomere to continue cell division.
I always wondered what the missing link is. What is it that makes us Tick? If we break
ourselves down into smaller and smaller particles we would ultimately become molecules, atoms
and finally sub atomic particles, namely electrons, muons, pions and the smallest known particle as
per Stanford Research called as Tao-nutrinos. These are the building blocks of all forms of matter,
be it DNA, the endocrine glands, the environments etc.
All these particles are constantly in a state of motion ie to say vibration and in-order to
vibrate it needs energy. This energy comes from the surrounding and is constant. As per Einstein,
nothing is destroyed, whether energy converts to matter or matter converts to energy.
Next question that arises is, if we are made of these particles and if these are vibrating then
there must be something which holds it in a certain space and organization or else we would be
disintegrating all the time and would never have this physical appearance of ours. This space of our
particles is called the Subtle Organizing Energy Field (SOEF). This is the most important link
between energy and matter.
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These particles are matter, and matter is slower than the speed of light. That is why it is visible to us
directly or indirectly with scientific instruments based on light. Our highest senses, the eyes respond
to light.
Energy as per latest quantum physics discussions, is not visible to us as it is faster than the
speed of light called Zero Point Energy. It has certain characteristics, which are predefined to be
Omnipresent, formless, faster than the speed of light, source of all kinds of frequencies and so called
energies.

In fact the material world is a world of frequencies and the dividing line between the energy world
and the material world is the speed of light.
Each particle has its own SOEF which gives a time space continuum. This time space
continuum helps now to keep the particle, not only vibrating but also orbiting and oscillating. A
particle can go on vibrating and oscillating as long as its type of energy or frequency is available.
The moment the particle is hungry ie it is short of energy, it needs to source and the SOEF is
the most important for sourcing this energy from Tachyons. The sourcing continues till it is
satisfied, just like we are satisfied when we have eaten our food.
Zero Point Energy is like a formless Ocean which is constantly manifesting. The first quasi
form has the structure just like water droplets, which have the same qualities as the Zero Point or the
Ocean except that they have a form. The tachyons, just like water drops manifest for a fraction of a
moment and de-manifest by merging back into the Zero Point or falling in to the Ocean. These
tachyons are always touching the SOEF of all matter, whether of the environment, living or nonliving structures and even light particles.

So tachyons are constantly touching all SOEFs. Energy is always available to us, only we the
matter, decide to source the energy through our SOEFs when we need it. And we decide to stop
when we are full.
When the SOEF of a matter gets the signal to source, it does so from the Tachyons and slows
the very fast frequencies to slower frequencies which are compatible to the particle. If SOEF doesn't
do this the particle will be jolted by the high speeds.
These particles evolve from smaller structures like pion to muon to electron to atoms to
molecules to elements, cells, tissues, organs and organism depending on the stresses. All of them
have a subtle organizing energy field. In fact the human form is also held together with the SOEF or
the energetic structure around us called the Aura. It is via this energy field we constantly maintain a
link with our environment, tachyons and finally the Zero Point energy.
That means we are in a state of energetic continuum. We are always connected to the source
and it is via this link that our genetic material and every small action and reaction gets its
information.

In order to be healthy energetic and ever youthful we need to be super conductors of energy.
Whether it is sourced from the surroundings, environment, air, water, nutrients and Zero Point.
The moment there is a block, as a result of entropy or chaos, in our subtle organizing energy
fields, due to physical, mental, emotional and spiritual stresses or contaminants, then our SOEFs
start collapsing, loosing its shape and state of ease, resulting into disease due to poor functioning of
the particle and disease resulting into aging. This presents itself as the symptoms of aging and
disease.
When the particles of energy fields are collapsed showing signs of aging and disease we can
bypass the blocks and recharge this particle and the SOEF to revert back to its youthful state. This
allows the rejuvenated particle and its field to get rid of its block anywhere from instantaneous to
gradually. This automatically brings about a youthing process or the reversal of the so called
symptoms of aging process and eventually signs of aging. However preventing the aging process
will maintain the youthfulness longer.
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The bypass is done through Tachyon Antennas. Tachyon antennas are produced with
Wagner's Tachyonization machine. This opens up a window or exogate into the point of singularity
or oneness that exists just prior to frequency. This window is the gateway between our frequency
world and the non-frequency world of faster-than-the-speed-of-light energy where everything exists
in a state of pure potential. At this point of singularity, anything that is in the "space" is altered at the
sub molecular level, causing its natural molecular structure to realign in such a way that it becomes
a permanent antenna for the non-frequency tachyon energy.
Restructuring materials is a common process. For example, if we were to take a piece of
steel and strike it over and over again with a large hammer, we would be exciting the molecules with
every blow. As the molecules of the steel are excited, they move into a larger orbit, moving about
wildly. As they begin to slow, they naturally begin to align themselves to the north and south poles
of the planet's magnetic field. When we are done, we see that we still have a simple piece of steel.
But, further testing of the steel reveals that we have created a permanent magnet. Of course, this is
not to suggest that Tachyonized materials should be struck with a hammer. This example is used
merely to demonstrate that restructuring materials is not difficult.
Tachyon antennas are able to draw and concentrate tachyon energy out of the omnipresent,
infinite, zero-point energy. This is a totally different energetic potential principle. Since tachyon
energy does not have a specific frequency, it isn't affected by gravity. No frequency matrix can hold
or transfer tachyon energy. It cannot be broadcast with radionics devices, because radionics devices
only transmit frequency matrices. In fact, nothing else can transmit tachyon energy-only
Tachyonized™ materials can act as tachyon antennae.
Tachyon energy can be used to directly charge the SOEFs of any living system or material,
but "charging" is not the same as the Tachyonization process. For example, water can be charged by
placing Tachyonized material in the water or on the container. Doing this will raise the bioenergetic
potential of the water by increasing and balancing the SOEFs to their highest level. But it does not
change the water at the submolecular level, and therefore does not change it into a tachyon antenna.
Tachyonized water is extremely different from charged water because it has been
restructured at the sub molecular level through the fourteen-day Tachyonization process. This
converts the water molecules into permanent antennas for tachyon energy. When they are consumed,
they disperse as tachyon antennas in the form of water molecules throughout the body.
Over the years, David Wagner, in cooperation with uncountable researchers and health care
professionals, has developed the most effective Tachyonized materials and application procedures
available. Research has been conducted throughout the world. Dozens of studies highlighting the
natural effects that Tachyonized materials have on biological systems have proven that Tachyonized
materials are not frequency devices, but they are actually antennas for an energy beyond frequency.
These studies are highlighted in Tachyon Energy - A New Paradigm in Holistic Healing.

This technology and tools when applied bring about such a profound beneficial balance to
the client at all the four levels - physical, mental, emotional and spiritual. This is demonstrable
during a lecture or a workshop. Lots of research has been done on the Anti Aging Effects of
Tachyon Antenna and lots more can be done to see if it has an effect on our current researches in
Anti Aging.
Our ability to harness energy, passively or actively will decide our biologically healthy
youthful states, in spite of our chronological aging. This is an additional complement to all other
methods of anti-aging.
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